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FANTASY
Valerie Colberg

Talvars Schuld
Talvar’s Guilt

Knaur, February 2017, 416 pages

High Fantasy
Intrigue, power games, political plotting in a world inspired by the ancients – and right in the thick of it, the
power of love. That’s ‘Talvar’s Guilt’, the latest novel from Valerie Colberg.
Murder of a military leader, embezzlement of spoils of war – those were the charges against him. And yet the
court let the accused, Talvar, go free.
Fifteen years on Kadevis, the son of the murdered man, attempts to reopen the case and to lay the blame for the
death of his mother at Talvar’s door. But the better Kadevis gets to know Talvar, deadly enemy of his family,
the more his doubts about his plan grow. And then there’s Talvar’s beautiful and clever daughter, Lerina. Is it
worth ruining Lerina’s life for the sake of Kadevis’ family honour and justice for his mother?

The author:
Valerie Colberg, born in Schleswig-Holstein in 1981, has painted pictures and written stories for as
long as she can remember. It was her passion for the sagas of the ancients that brought her to the
study of Classics and Literature. Valerie lives and works in north Germany.

FANTASY
Julia Lange

Irrlichtfeuer
Marsh Magic

Knaur, September 2016,528 pages

Modern High Fantasy
Young Alba dreams of flying and is secretly working on the creation of a mechanical wing. But
there’s something more she needs: the magic light of the will-o’-the wisp, a valuable, highly
inflammable commodity on which the rulers of the city state, Ijsstedt, have a monopoly. Alba is not
the only person trying to get hold of the gas illegally. Most of the people of Ijsstedt live in terrible
poverty and are ruled over by gangs who make repeated attacks on marsh gas transport. And fuel is
not its only attraction. It can endow humans with magic powers – provided they can withstand its
poison. Alba’s dream of flight catapults her into the thick of a gang war and a national uprising and
leaves her facing the question: how far is she prepared to go to achieve her aim?

Julia Lange was born in 1983 and is a telecommunications engineer by trade and training. This is
demonstrated by the high degree of practical realism she brings to her fantasy world. Alongside her
writing, she works in a computer centre, is a huge fan of useless information and shares her garden
with masses of sparrows. ‘Marsh Magic’ is her first novel.

FANTASY
Sandra Melli

Festung der Götter
Citadel of Gods

Knaur, October 2016,496 pages

Volume 6 of the Land of Twilight Saga
After Laisa, the Cat Woman, and Rogon, the Master of Magic, have succeeded in preventing Gayyad
from attacking Edessin Dareh, the most important city in the Land of Twilight, their allies are certain
of soon being able to lay low their great enemy. But a cry for help from the blue citadel stirs up doubt
in Laisa. She and her friends run to the rescue and plunge into battle against armies from the past.
Through a cunning trick played by Gayyard, Lisa ends up on a lonely island from which there seems
to be no return.

The author:
Sandra Melli is the pseudonym of a well-known husband-and-wife team of authors who have been
publishing highly successful historical novels for years. Their early successes, however, were stories
and novellas in fantasy anthologies by numerous renowned publishers. In addition, they have
developed their very own fantasy universe with the World of Magic Colours. They live near Munich.

FANTASY
Ivo Pala

Schwarzer Horizont
Dark Horizon

Knaur, October 2016,400 pages

Dark Fantasy
Since the thunderbolt hit the planet, darkness has reigned. Ash obscures the sky and the world
gradually grows colder and colder. Farmland and field are dead; nothing grows. People die of hunger
on the streets while others vanish without a trace in the most disturbing of ways. Two advanced
civilisations, Twyddyn und Milara, are fighting it out on land and sea for the last remaining resources
and power on the newly discovered, mysterious continent of Kutera. In an onslaught of battles and
intrigue, the brave warrior Raymo, Lizia the slave and the monk, Ash stand in defiance against the
malevolence of nature and their own merciless fate.

Ivo Pala writes thrillers, fantasy as well as film and television screenplays and theatre scripts. The sea
plays a key role in this series and to be sure of capturing its mood to the best effect, he deliberately
moved from Berlin to the coast for his work on the ‘Dark World Saga’.

FANTASY
Liane Sons

Das vierte Siegel
The Fourth Seal

Knaur, January 2017,912 pages

Heroic Fantasy
Fifteen years ago the Dark Prince Camora had ordered the murder of the Great King and his entire
family in order to put himself on the throne. The remaining Free Empires put up bitter resistance and
hope for the fulfilment of an ancient prophesy. But the three seal-bearers prophesied are an alcoholic
warlord, a narcissistic magician and an unworldly sage. If they are together to save the Free Empires,
they will have to overcome not only Camora but also their own challenges…this top-rated High
Fantasy novel derives its strength in its characters and intriguing world.

The author:
Liane Sons grew up in Oldenburg. She earned her first pocket money by writing poems and
publishing a daily paper. After Abitur, she studied Law in Bochum at the Ruhr-Universität and got set
up as a lawyer. She has lived for many years in Witten-Herbede with her husband. As her passion for
writing couldn’t be exercised to the full on dry legal documents, she immersed herself in the world of
Fantasy. At first she did this simply for her three sons but then later with them. Battles are roughed
out at the kitchen table, characters honed over coffee - a real ongoing enrichment of family life!

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Andrea Bottlinger

Aeternum
Eternity

Knaur, April 2013, 576 pages

Urban Fantasy
Berlin, Alexanderplatz: one day, without any hint of warning, this huge city square caved in, leaving
an enormous crater which went right down to the depths of the capital’s catacombs. The city fathers
were not the only ones to find themselves faced with a puzzle. For many years the warring parties of
angels and devils could find no explanation for the collapse. So the young magician, Amanda, servant
to one of the devils, and the Jul, the fallen angel, are sent into the catacombs to find out. Not only
does this bring them closer together but also leads them to uncover a secret which threatens the
existence of our world…

Andrea Bottlinger was born in Karlsruhe, read Literature, Comparative Studies and Egyptology in
Mainz and now lives and works as a freelance editor and writer in Heilbronn. ‘Eternity’ is her first
novel.

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Dana S. Eliott

Taberna Libraria – Die Magische
Schriftrolle
Taberna Libraria –
Knaur, December 2013, 512 pages

High Fantasy
Corrie and Silvana may have been able to deal a heavy blow to the Dark Mage, Lamassar, but they
both know that he will not give up easily. So they need to find the next piece of the puzzle in the
Book of Anguil as quickly as possible. Their search leads the two women to the far-away Isle of
Panumar – but Lamassar is already waiting for them …

The author
Dana S. Eliott is the pseudonym of the two Westphalian authors Sandra Dageroth and Diana Kruhl.
Since they met in 1996 and decided to collaborate, they have written numerous science fiction and
fantasy novels. But only with their most recent project, the Taberna libraria book series, have they
decided to venture into the open.

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Dana S. Eliott

Taberna Libraria – Das Geheimnis
von Pamunar
Taberna Libraria – The Secret of
Pamunar
Knaur, December 2014, 512 pages

High Fantasy
Corrie and Silvana may have been able to deal a heavy blow to the Dark Mage, Lamassar, but they
both know that he will not give up easily. So they need to find the next piece of the puzzle in the
Book of Anguil as quickly as possible. Their search leads the two women to the far-away Isle of
Panumar – but Lamassar is already waiting for them …

The author
Dana S. Eliott is the pseudonym of the two Westphalian authors Sandra Dageroth and Diana Kruhl.
Since they met in 1996 and decided to collaborate, they have written numerous science fiction and
fantasy novels. But only with their most recent project, the Taberna libraria book series, have they
decided to venture into the open.

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Katja Evert

Flügel aus Asche
Wings of Ash

Knaur, May 2013, 448 pages

High Fantasy
For many years the Emperor has ruled over Rashija, the flying city, with an iron fist. Young Adeen
works in the city as a young scribe and has to endure the harassment of the wizards higher up the
pecking order. When Adeen comes into contact with a group of rebels one day, he’s immediately on
fire. What he doesn’t know is that he has stumbled into a conflict in which he is to play a deciding
role. Because only Adeen can conjure up the ash bird, a creature of eerie beauty and unique strength.
The fight for Rashija and freedom has begun.

The author:
Katja Evert, born in Schleswig-Holstein in 1981, has been painting pictures and inventing stories as
long as she can remember. Her passion for ancient myths and legends led her to study literature and
ancient languages. She works at a northern German university.

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Thomas Finn

Schwarze Tränen
Teardrops of Hell

Knaur, March 2014, 544 pages

Urban Fantasy
Lukas Faust, a descendant of the famous Doctor Faust, finds a medieval book of spells at ‘The Lion’
public house in Staufen. When he pulls a precious diamond off the book’s cover, a plague of frogs
immediately rains down on the town and the hunt is on to get him. First Mephistopheles, the black
poodle, who emerges as the devil in person, saves him. Mephisto explains to him that a power
struggle is raging in hell. Whoever is in possession of the three teardrops, of which Lukas’ diamond is
one, will be capable of conjuring up the Apocalypse. A race against time begins - they must find the
remaining teardrops before their pursuers do.

The author:
Thomas Finn, born in Evanston/Chicago in 1967, studied economics and worked as a journalist and
author for various German publishers and magazines alongside, amongst others, as Editor-in-chief of
the magazine Nautilus.
He has been working as a writer of novels, games and screenplays since 2001. He has received
numerous prizes, amongst others, the Segeberger Feder. He lives and works in Hamburg. Find out
more under: www.thomas-finn.de

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Andreas Kammel

Sanctuary – Letzte Zuflucht
Sanctuary – the Last Resort

Knaur, July 2015, 608 pages

Dystopia
Two mysterious events shock the world: In the middle of Tanzania, a kilometre-high barrier rapidly
spreads across the land, swallowing everything that comes in its way. At the same time, a new,
heavily overgrown continent emerges in the Pacific. Christopher, a teacher, experienced the
formation of the wall at first hand. While he now flees from the black thing, together with his exgirlfriend Max and the orphan Mtoto, the US officer Catherine Strive frantically works at
investigating this new world, ever more convinced that this new continent alone will be able to offer
a small circle of people protection. Massive political upheaval puts her determination to the test –
until she realises that she can only save mankind by jeopardising her own humaneness.

The author:
Dr. Andreas Kammel, born in 1985 near Lake Constance, did his doctorate at the Max-Planck-Institut
für Physik after completing his Masters with Stephen Hawking at the University of Cambridge.
Alongside his academic work, he ‘creates’ atmospheric worlds and stories for computer games in his
own company. “Sanctuary – Letzte Zuflucht” is his debut novel.

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Sandra Melli

Die List der Katzenfrau
The Cat-Woman‘s Cleverness

Knaur, November 2014, 512 pages

The cat-woman Laisa has already experienced a great deal In the Twilight Lands – but now she
receives a very special commission: she is asked to help one of the Other Side’s most influential
mistresses of magic in breaking through a mysterious magic ring and discovering the secret that lies
behind it. She doubts whether she can repay the woman’s trust, but enters into an adventure that may
cost her her hide …

The author:
Sandra Melli is the pseudonym of a well-known husband-and-wife team of authors who have been
publishing highly successful historical novels for years. Their early successes, however, were stories
and novellas in fantasy anthologies by numerous renowned publishers. In addition, they have
developed their very own fantasy universe with the World of Magic Colours. They live near Munich.

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Diana Menschig

Hüter der Worte
Guardian of Words

Knaur, October 2012, 544 pages

Dark Fantasy
Young author, Tom Schäfer, is under pressure. After the roaring success of his first book about the
Fantasy hero, Laryon, readers and his publisher are waiting for the sequel but now, of all times, he
has writer’s block. Then one day he suddenly finds himself back in his own book world. Tom’s quite
taken aback at first but then takes a second look and sees a magnificent opportunity – this could be
the solution to his problems! However, Tom hadn’t taken Laryon into his calculations. He is anything
but pleased to see Tom turn up and his homeland is under threat, something which demands Laryon’s
full attention…

The author:
Diane Menschig was born in 1973 and is a self-employed lecturer and author. When she’s not
travelling through fantastical parallel worlds, she shares her life with her husband, two dogs and a cat
at home in Niederrhein.

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Diana Menschig

So finster, so kalt
Cold Darkness

Knaur, April 2014, 384 pages

Urban Fantasy
When her grandmother dies, Merle Hänssler returns to the old lady’s isolated house in the Black
Forest and finds an old document in her estate. In the document a certain Johannes, who lived in the
house at the end of the fifteenth century, tells of strange goings-on about his sister, Margareta.
Initially, Merle dismisses the story as superstition. But then during her stay more and more things
happen that cannot be explained. Children vanish, turn up again unharmed, disappear once more. And
the old house itself seems to be developing its own life. Slowly but surely, Merle starts to ask herself
whether there’s actually more to Johannes’ story than she wanted to accept.

The author:
Diane Menschig was born in 1973 and is a self-employed lecturer and author. When she’s not
travelling through fantastical parallel worlds, she shares her life with her husband, two dogs and a cat
at home in Niederrhein.

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Lynn Raven

Hexenfluch
Jinx

Knaur, May 2012, 432 pages

Urban Fantasy
Ella Thorens is a successful doctor and has little more than work in her life. Ever since her mother
abandoned both her and her father, she has been careful to close her heart to others. Ella has no idea
that her mother has left her a special inheritance, until the evening she witnesses a group of masked
figures badly beating up a man. Ella manages to chase off the attackers but as soon as the touches the
injured victim she feels a something new and powerful start to flow within her. Because Christian
Havreux is a sorcerer and the contact with him has awakened Ella’s magic powers. Christian
persuades Ella to let him train her but his plans are not entirely unselfish…

The author:
Lynn Raven lived in New England, USA for some time before taking off for Germany for a few
years. Now she divides her time between the two countries. As an author she is as at ease with the
Urban genre as with High Fantasy. She is equally successful under the pen name Alex Morris.

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Heike Eva Schmidt

Purpurmond
Purple Moon

Knaur, March 2012, 352 pages

Romantic Fantasy
When Cat finds an old necklace, she greedily puts it on. A foolish idea because this piece of jewellery
has a hex on it and immediately transports her back to the past. As if that wasn’t enough, it’s
impossible then to get the necklace off. If Dorothea, an expert on herbs, and her brother Jacob – Cat’s
really keen on him – hadn’t been there, she’d have been quite desperate because the necklace was
getting tighter and tighter around her throat…

The author:
Heike Eva Schmidt was born in Bamberg and now lives south of Munich. After graduating she
worked first in journalism and then wrote for a variety of media including radio, TV and newspapers.
Since then she has worked as a freelance screenwriter and in 2010 realised her childhood dream at
last: to become a novelist.

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Heike Eva Schmidt

Die gestohlene Zeit
Stolen Time

Knaur, October 2013, 448 pages

Romantic Fantasy
While hiking in the mountains in 1987, Emma finds a mysterious ring but has no idea that it belongs
to Laurin, legendary King of the Dwarfs. Two of her trekking companions grab the ring and scarper
with it but all of a sudden a gang of dwarfs turn up and carry off Emma to Laurin’s underground
kingdom. There she meets Jonathan, also a prisoner of the King. Together they manage to escape but
Laurin puts a cruel hex on them. Back up on Earth, Emma realises with horror that almost 30 years
have now passed. In order to be rid of the hex, she and Jonathan must find the ring once more. But
how are they supposed to track down the thieves after all these years?

The author:
Heike Eva Schmidt was born in Bamberg and now lives south of Munich. After graduating she
worked first in journalism and then wrote for a variety of media including radio, TV and newspapers.
Since then she has worked as a freelance screenwriter and in 2010 realised her childhood dream at
last: to become a novelist.

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Stefanie Simon

Feuer der Götter
Fire of Gods

Knaur, February 2013, 312 pages

High Fantasy
When young Naave finds herself one day facing a real live fire devil, her blood literally freezes in her
veins. Because fire devils are the most dangerous creatures in the world and Naave already knows
that through painful experience. One of these beings had actually killed her mother. But this special
fire devil seems to be injured in some way because it collapses unconscious before Naave’s very
eyes. Initially, albeit against her will, she helps the stranger, not knowing that this would set off
events that would fundamentally change her world.

The author:
Stefanie Simon was born in Hunsrück and studied Art in Frankfurt am Main. It was her interest in
ancient sagas and the world of fantasy that brought her to writing. She lives in Rheinland-Pfalz and
works both as a painter and a writer.

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Christiane Spies

Mondherz
Moon Heart

Knaur, March 2012, 672 pages

Historical Fantasy
A story as beautiful as the moon
Hungary 1455: Since Constantinople fell to the Ottoman army, the Turks have gradually been edging
their way further west. The young aristocrat, Veronika, lives in these dangerous times. It is not the
approaching war that irrevocably changes her life but the revelation that there is more truth in
superstitious tales of magic and the devil than she could ever have imagined…

The author:
Christiane Spies was born in 1981 and lives with her family in Nuremberg where she works at a
large research institute. She lived in Budapest for a while and enjoys travelling widely, especially in
Turkey and Eastern Europe. It was during one of her many trips abroad that she found the inspiration
for her werewolf saga, ‘Mondherz’ and ‘Zwillingsmond’, which is played out against an impressive
historical backdrop.

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Christiane Spies

Zwillingsmond
Twin Moon

Knaur, March 2015, 512 pages

Historical Fantasy
The Carpathian mountains, 1474: Ildiko and Janko, children of the werewolves Veronika and Gabor,
are twins – but as different as night and day. When a sudden attack tears their family apart, the two
of them need to grow to work together. Because a secret werewolf society has plans to subjugate all
humans and werewolves …

The author:
Christiane Spies was born in 1981 and lives with her family in Nuremberg where she works at a
large research institute. She lived in Budapest for a while and enjoys travelling widely, especially in
Turkey and Eastern Europe. It was during one of her many trips abroad that she found the inspiration
for her werewolf saga, ‘Mondherz’ and ‘Zwillingsmond’, which is played out against an impressive
historical backdrop.

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Thomas Thiemeyer

Das verbotene Eden - 1
The Forbidden Eden - I

Knaur, September 2012, 464 pages

Dystopia
The end is near for mankind. There were warning signs, but no one paid attention: about two generations ago, a mutated virus led to
men and women becoming bitter enemies. While men dwell in the ruins of the old cities, the women have set up a simple life in the
country. The ruins of Cologne, Germany, and its blackened Cathedral are the seat of government, home to a hateful inquisitor who rules
the men and has declared the women to be witches.
While men control the weapons, vehicles, and fuel depots, they can’t find enough food in the contaminated cities, so they go get some
from time to time in the women’s villages. On these occasions the nubile women present themselves to the men in what they call a
“circle of shame” and thus ensure that now and then children are born. If the child is a boy, a committee of women puts him in the
“circle of the lost” and sends out a signal, whereupon a monk sets out to pick the boy up.
On one of these occasions, 17-year-old Juna, daughter of the high priestess, gets a look at the 19-year-old monk David, and she sees
that he’s not the disgusting devil that all men are made out to be. The women capture David so they can torture him to find out the
men’s latest plan. But Juna, the tough warrior, suddenly decides to free him.
Another war is on the horizon, and there’s only one faint ray of hope: the love between Juna and David.

The author:
Thomas Thiemeyer was born in 1963 and studied geology and geography before turning freelance
and beginning his career as an author and illustrator. He has become an established name in German
commercial fiction with his science thrillers and young adult series, which have won numerous
prizes, sold over half a million times and were translated into thirteen languages. The author lives
with his family in Stuttgart.

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Thomas Thiemeyer

Das verbotene Eden – 1I
The Forbidden Eden - II

Knaur, September 2012, 464 pages

Dystopia
Volume 2 of The EDEN-Trilogy: Discovery
The unthinkable has happened. Juna has fled to liberty from the Land of Women but her friend,
Gwen, stays behind, humiliated. But when she’s expected to scout out the City of Men with a
reconnaissance patrol, she falls into the hands of the young warrior, Logan, setting off a chain of
events which could spell the end of both worlds…

The author:
Thomas Thiemeyer was born in 1963 and studied geology and geography before turning freelance
and beginning his career as an author and illustrator. He has become an established name in German
commercial fiction with his science thrillers and young adult series, which have won numerous
prizes, sold over half a million times and were translated into thirteen languages. The author lives
with his family in Stuttgart.

FANTASY - BACKLIST
Thomas Thiemeyer

Das verbotene Eden – III
The Forbidden Eden - III

Knaur, July 2013, 464 pages

Dystopia
Volume 3 of The EDEN-Trilogy: Verdict
The battle of the sexes heads towards its zenith!
The women are edging further forward into the City of Men when the Abbot of the Monastery and an
old woman healer find themselves face to face and make an incredible discovery. Can it really be
possible to turn back time?
"Full of feeling, excitement, a total success!" Nautilus

The author:
Thomas Thiemeyer was born in 1963 and studied geology and geography before turning freelance
and beginning his career as an author and illustrator. He has become an established name in German
commercial fiction with his science thrillers and young adult series, which have won numerous
prizes, sold over half a million times and were translated into thirteen languages. The author lives
with his family in Stuttgart.

SCIENCE FICTION - BACKLIST
Wolfgang Jeschke

Das Cusanus Spiel
The Cusanus Game

Knaur, September 2005, 704 pages

Europe, 2052. When biologist Domenica Ligrina is recruited to a secret time-travel project, she has
no idea how explosive the knowledge her principal’s disposal is. Her commission: to collect plants
and seeds in 15th century Germany, to be used for the renaturation of the land in areas affected by
radiation after a nuclear incident. But when the young biologist takes a mistaken pathway through
time, only one person can help her get back to the right one: the influential religious reformer and
natural scientist, Nicolaus Cusanus…
‘Whatever the future holds ready – it’ll be damned hard to produce a second Wolfgang Jeschke.’
Frank Schätzing

The author:
Wolfgang Jeschke (1936-2015) was the grand master of German language science-fiction. Until 2001
he was an editor at publishing house Heyne-Verlag. As editor of over a hundred anthologies and as
the author of novels, short stories and radio plays, Wolfgang Jeschke was awarded the renowned
Kurd-Lasswitz-Preis more than once and has decisively set the tone for the image of the sci-fi genre.

Rigths sold:
USA: Tom Doherty
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